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SECTION-A 1×6=6

1. Write two pairs of integers such that a÷b=5
2. Taking today as zero on the number line of the day before yesterday is 5 

January, what is the date 3 days afer tomorrow

3. The additie inierse of a negatie integer is 

4. As per distributie law, a× (b+c )=¿

5. If the diiidend and the diiisor haie like sings, what is the sing of the 

quotent?

6. The arrangement of integers 20, -1, 0, -5, -21, -9 in ascending order is

SECTION-B 5×2=10

1. What is the ialue of [ (−36 )÷12 ]÷3+[ (−6 )+5 ]÷ [ (−2 )+1 ]
2. What is the integer obtained by adding additie inierse of -53 to 

additie inierse of 35?

3. A certain freezing process requires that room temperature be lowered 

from 40℃ at the rate of 5℃eiery hour. What will be the room 

temperature 10 hours afer the process begins?

4.  If X and Y are two integers such that X is the predecessor of Y. Find the 

ialue of (x-y).

5. The sum of two integers is -29. If one of them is 475, Find the other.    

SECTION-C 4×3=12

1.  Mohan deposits Rs.3500/- into his bank account afer 3 days, he 

deposits Rs.500/-. Two days afer that, he withdraws Rs.1800 from his 

account.  7 days later, he again withdraws Rs.1700/- from his account?
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2. A diier descends 20 feet in the water from the boat at the surface of a 

lake.  He then rose 12 feet and descends another 18 feet.  At this point 

what is his depth in water?

3. A person goes 70m towards east, from that point he goes 80m towards 

west. If the distance towards east he is represented by positie integer. 

What is the distance between the startng point and the person?

4. I note in my account book positie numbers for profts and negatie 

numbers for losses that I make in my business. These are the entries in 

the book for the last seien days: 21, -19, 11, -20, 17, 25 and -13. How 

much proft did I make in the last week?  

SECTION-D 3×4=12

1. In an Examinaton  +2] marks are giien for eiery correct answer and    

(-0.5) marks is giien for eiery wrong answer and 0 for non-atemptng 

any questng

A) Hema score 30 marks. If she got 3 correct answers.  How many 

questons she has atempted incorrectly?

B) Madhu scores -4 marks if she got 3 correct answers.  How many were 

incorrect

2.   Suppose we respect the distance aboie the ground by a positie 

integer and that below the ground by a negatie integer.  If an eleiator 

descends at a rate of 5m/min and begins to descend from 15m aboie 

the ground, what be its positon afer 45 minutes?

3. In a test 4 marks are giien for eiery correct answer and -2 marks for 

eiery incorrect answer.  Asha answered all the questons and scored 26 

marks though she got nine correct answers.  Varun also answered all the

questons and scored 2 marks though he got fie correct answers.  How 

many questons did each answer incorrectly?
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